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Description 

Vault software products specifically support Inventor software’s iPart/iAssembly factory and 
member file management. This class will have practical examples that will illustrate and unveil 
the secrets from basic file management tasks up to advanced workflows like a partial revision of 
families. Experienced Inventor software users and product data management administrators will 
learn recommended setup and configurations to capitalize on the full capabilities and benefits 
managing and consuming component families. The class will discuss file structures, setup of 
family tables, and the implementation of file and item numbering schemes for family members. 
Follow considerations and implementation scenarios to drive CAD and item bill of materials. 
Another important aspect is to manage component families over larger periods of time. Get 
introduced to revision management and all file management tasks like rename, move, and copy. 
We will also cover Inventor file migration for vaulted families. This session features Vault 
Professional, Inventor Professional, and Vault Workgroup. AIA Approved 
 

Your AU Experts 

Markus Koechl studied mechanical engineering and science of work, worked as a CAM 
machinist and designed tooling equipment for several years. In his last role before diving into 
the CAD/ PLM world, he managed a manufacturing branch and introduced an enterprise 
resource planning system. After starting at Autodesk in 1999, he has continuously contributed to 
customers’ success implementing 3D CAD and PDM solutions for more than 15 years. He also 
has experience in implementation, customization, and automation of CAD and PDM solutions 
products of Dassault SolidWorks. In his current role as solutions engineer for PDM/PLM, 
Markus covers Vault software and all of its interfaces, extensions and link to Fusion Lifecycle. 

Learning Objectives 

 Discover best practices defining robust and rich iPart/iAssembly factory definitions 

 Learn how to optimize your Vault configuration to manage component families 

 Learn about revision management of iPart/iAssembly factories and its member files 

 Learn best practices to rename, move, copy, and migrate component families 
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He helps Autodesk resellers, prospects, and customers to analyze and optimize workflows and 
practical approaches in the management of engineering data and downstream processes.  
 
Peter Van Avondt works for Autodesk as a Technical Specialist Manufacturing in Northern 
Europe, based in Belgium. After graduating as a master in electromechanical engineering he 
joined an Autodesk channel partner as a technical consultant specialized in 3D CAD and 
product data management (PDM). For the last 15 years, he has built up a lot of experience in a 
variety of Autodesk design tools as well as with Autodesk Vault and Fusion Lifecycle. In his 
current role, he uses this wealthy knowledge helping Autodesk resellers, prospects, and 
customers to adopt and implement the Autodesk solutions across different industries including 
industrial machinery, pharmaceutical, architecture, engineering and construction companies. 
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1 Introduction – Sample Materials 
 

Follow this Handout to review all examples used and explanatory information in detail. The 
configuration and sample files are shared as full Vault Professional 2017 backup or alternatively 
as Inventor workspace files. Download from additional class materials link.  

 
To restore the downloaded backup, follow the instructions in Vault Help applying all default 
options. Autodesk Data Management Server Console - Restore. 
 
The Backup also includes options you may benefit from: In case you are using “Thunderdome”1, 
your first login will offer to download the configuration files for Views, Saved Search and Vault 
Data Standard Configuration, that we used during our presentation. 
 
If you don’t have access to Vault Professional you can at least review all sample files shared by 
the backup of our Inventor workspace.  

2 iPart | iAssembly Factory – Configure and Optimize for PDM 

All variants and options to configure factory tables apply for iPart and iAssembly definitions. To 
make the samples clearer we focus on iPart table examples. The last section – Custom iParts 
doesn’t have a corresponding feature on iAssembly level anyway. 

2.1 Table Option – Part Number 

The Part Number option is an important setting. The toggle “Do Not Set” or “Set to Value” 
disables or enables an association of Part Number Values to the current row value. Leaving the 
iPart Author offers to fill all rows with an indexed value if the association is enabled. Whenever 
you see a message like “The values in….” you either chose the wrong setting (in case you need 
a static value) or the value mismatch really needs resolution. 

 

As the “Set to Value” option is always actively checking the values’ match, you need to agree to 
the options and its limitation. The good thing about this automatism is, that you quickly fill 

                                                

1 Download free extension from: 

https://apps.autodesk.com/VLTC/en/Detail/Index?id=5990652194483687158&appLang=en&os=Win32_64  

http://help.autodesk.com/view/VAULT/2017/ENU/?guid=GUID-FAEEA4AC-D642-4136-9EB0-1058EA3F5DC3
https://apps.autodesk.com/VLTC/en/Detail/Index?id=5990652194483687158&appLang=en&os=Win32_64
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hundreds of part numbers if you are allowed to use a range of numbers using an incremental 

index.   

The factory C:\PL20989\Designs\Standard\Flange\Flange-Example-1.ipt uses this option and 

simply creates part numbers from “Ex1-01” to “Ex1-11”.  

In case that your part numbers have to follow other rules, you need to select “Do Not Set”. This 
option means, that Inventor never will touch your part number. You are safe as you will never 
see Inventor updating your number by the file name, but you need to provide numbers on your 
own within the table. 

The factory sample C:\PL20989\Designs\Standard\Flange\Flange-Example-3.ipt applied the 
option “Do Not Set” and all part number values were created by “Reserve Numbers…” 
command. This tool retrieves Vault numbering scheme values before the members are created 
and checked in. Once the numbers are created you paste these to the part number column (Edit 

table using Excel).  

 

Go to Autodesk Knowledge Network to download and integrate into your Data Standard 
configuration (In case you did not use the included Thunderdome configuration).  

In conclusion – both options are technically proven and are appropriate to fulfill different 
requirements. To make your family robust and predictable for long-term use and maintenance 
(file migration), ensure that part numbers are available in any case and never driven by 
Inventor’s file save command defaults. 

file:///C:/PL20989/Designs/Standard/Flange/Flange-Example-1.ipt
file:///C:/PL20989/Designs/Standard/Flange/Flange-Example-3.ipt
https://knowledge.autodesk.com/community/article/33141
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2.2 Table Option – Member Name 

Use any of the available options. Every is fully compatible with Vault 
requirements.  

 

2.3 Table Content 

Let’s review our first example to highlight different aspects configuring iPart or iAssembly factory 
tables beyond the well-known parametric or geometrical parameters. 

2.3.1 Mandatory Properties 

Properties that are defined as mandatory in Vault – especially if each member stores individual 
values – should be added to the table, even if Vault allows to edit and maintain each member’s 
value independently from the Factory definition. Why do we recommend so? 

Let’s compare to examples, the first C:\PL20989\Designs\Standard\Flange\Flange-Example-
1.ipt uses a property column for “Title” in the iPart table. The second 
C:\PL20989\Designs\Standard\Flange\Flange-Example-2.ipt does not derive the Title property 
from the table. Instead, all members were edited in Vault adding a value to the Title field. Vault 
is able to write property values to member files, even Inventor does not allow this and sets 
iProperties for member files to read-only mode.  

Reviewing both example files in Vault a user can’t see a difference in the file listing and property 
pane. The consumption of member files makes the difference. 

Use case 1 – the user is logged into Vault, he/she does not have any member files cached in 
the local working folder and inserts (Place from Vault) a member consuming the family 
Example-1. As a result, the member file is downloaded from Vault if it exists in Vault. If the 
member does not exist in Vault, Inventor will create the member based on the factory table’s 

content.   

In this case, the Title property will get the value from the table. Use case 1 is secure – the 
member will follow the design intent defined in the table. 

Use case 2 – the user is not logged into Vault, he/she does not have any member files cached 
in the local working folder and inserts a member consuming the family Example-1 (assuming 
that the factory is available locally). Inventor will create the member based on the factory table’s 
content and the result is the same as before – the member will follow the design intent defined 
in the table. 

file:///C:/PL20989/Designs/Standard/Flange/Flange-Example-1.ipt
file:///C:/PL20989/Designs/Standard/Flange/Flange-Example-1.ipt
file:///C:/PL20989/Designs/Standard/Flange/Flange-Example-2.ipt
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Use case 3 – the user is logged into Vault, he/s she does not have any member files cached in 
the local working folder and inserts (Place from Vault) a member consuming the family 
Example-2.   

  

As a result, the member file is downloaded from Vault if it exists in Vault. If the member does 
not exist in Vault, Inventor will create the member based on the factory table’s content. In this 
scenario, the Title property will just get the “static” value from the factory file’s Title property, 
instead of the individual value of the particular member, e.g. “Flange” instead of “Flange ND 
200”. The member follows the design intent given by the iPart table but ignores any “PDM” 
intent. 

Use case 4 – the user is not logged into Vault, he/she does not have any member files cached 
in the local working folder and inserts a member consuming the family Example-2 (assuming 
that the factory is available locally). Inventor will create the member based on the factory table’s 
content and the result is the same as described in use case 3 – the member is created following 
the design intent given by the table. Any intent driven by “PDM” requirements must get applied 
later on. 

In Summary - Best Practice / Tips for users 

Insert iParts using the Inventor command “Place from Vault”. Inventor will 
check Vault for existing members and download from Vault instead of creating 

the member. 

In Summary - Best Practice / Tips for iPart / iAssembly Administrators 

Define all individual iProperties per member in the table as if you wouldn’t 
have the Vault capability to add the individual values later on.  

Consider the best match for the default row – later changes are a change of 
the factory. 
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Create all members upfront and check in to Vault if you expect frequent 
consumption. The download of an existing member is quicker in the creation 

and avoids subsequent steps to manage a new component file. 

 

2.3.2 “Part Family” Property 

Adding a property to manage an identifier for a part family is an 
option. There is no specific technical requirement, but over the years 
we recognized significant benefits.  

Use cases to leverage the family indication are: 

Use case 1 - Option to group / ungroup different files or items in one 
group. At this point, we already can group all members of our 
Example 1 and Example 2 families. Create a saved search as shown 
below to group equal components from different factory sources. 

  

 

Use case 2 – Flexibility to assign items to each individual member or to assign one single item 
to all members of a family. The assigned item BOM of 
C:\PL20989\Designs\Standard\Flange\Example-1-BOM-Rows.iam applied the configuration 

Equivalence Value = Part Number.   

As a result, each member is assigned to an individual item. 

 

file:///C:/PL20989/Designs/Standard/Flange/Example-1-BOM-Rows.iam
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To assign all members to one single “family item” just the order of the mapped properties needs 

to flip.  

This configuration applied results in one single item for all members. However, the consumed 
individual instances of an assembly are reflected in item BOMs if the CAD-BOM grouping does 
not merge different sizes based on Inventor BOM merge settings. In our example 
C:\PL20989\Designs\Standard\Flange\Example-2-BOM-Row.iam there is no risk to merge, 
because it uses dedicated instances with unique part numbers. The assigned Item BOM uses 
the BOM row property “Dimensions” to show the different sizes per instance of this single item. 

 

Use case 3 – Split large tables to multiple iPart factories (Example 
C:\PL20989\Designs\Standard\Spacer\Spacer-Example-3.ipt and 
C:\PL20989\Designs\Standard\Spacer\Spacer-Example-4.ipt for better performance or split 
standard iPart and custom iPart row definitions. 

We are going to 
cover custom iParts in chapter 2.4 more in detail. 

2.4 Custom Member 

We need to talk about two aspects. First – Vault treats custom iPart members equally as 
standard members. The file relationships are the same, the file classification as well. Review the 
Example-5 family with one derived standard member (Spacer-370) and 2 custom members 
(Spacer-Custom-705/805). 

 Therefore, it 
might make sense to set both to the same category, e.g. the sample vault uses “iPart Member” 
category for both. 

Second – Vault helps to aggregate iPart members from different sources. Inventor changes the 
behavior if standard and custom iPart definitions are set in one single factory. 

Compare Example-5 file set to investigate differences in the 
definition and conformity from PDM perspective. Example-5 no 
longer allows to create members in batch mode; this is caused by the additional row for the 
custom sizes.  

file:///C:/PL20989/Designs/Standard/Flange/Example-2-BOM-Row.iam
file:///C:/PL20989/Designs/Standard/Spacer/Spacer-Example-3.ipt
file:///C:/PL20989/Designs/Standard/Spacer/Spacer-Example-4.ipt
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 Additionally, the key no longer can be set to the nominal size, the examples 
use the member column instead. We can resolve these limitations by splitting up the factory into 
separate ones for standard and custom member creation. 

Example-5-Custom and Example-5-Standard are split definitions for 
the single custom row and the standard variants. With that the 
behavior during insert is clearly according to custom member 
creation (asking for file name / location) or following the standard behavior (re-using existing 
members from Vault or creating new, if they don’t exist in Vault). 

The metadata, geometry, and file classification are identical to Example-5 members. To review 
search for Part Number = Ex-5-705 or Ex-5-805 for comparison.  

  

2.5 Family Documentation 

Drawing creation of iPart / iAssembly got a streamlined workflow by Inventor 2016. Create the 
first drawing view and select the scope of your drawing in the options tab. Selection of Active 
Factory Member will result in a drawing – factory reference. Select this option for tabular 

drawings of the entire family:  Selection of any member directly references 
the particular member. Choose this option for individual drawings per member: 

 

A tabular drawing may refer to a varies of properties, e.g. part numbers or title. Therefore, it 
could be smart to have a title block referencing drawing properties instead of model properties:    

The Standard.idw template of this class’ sample vault 
includes both definitions. 

 

 

 

  

file:///C:/PL20989/Templates/Inventor/Standard.idw
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3 iPart / iAssembly Families – Drive safely using lifecycles and smart 
options 

Follow this chapter to explore what we discovered as best practice in the past few years. 

3.1 iPart / iAssembly – Initial Check-In 

Checking in iPart families in the sample Vault results in different category assignment for iPart 
Factory, iAssembly Factory, and their member files. 

 
It is not mandatory to assign specific categories for iPart / iAssembly factory and member files. 
However, we see some benefits doing it: 

 Apply specific lifecycle definitions and access rights, e.g. responsible users to maintain 
factories and member files vs. any consumer of members. 

 Usability and transparency for file handling. E.g. you better see upfront that you copy an 
iPart to predict the different copy design result. 

 Group component families on file or item level 

 Visibility 

 Search, Group, Filter views 
Our sample Vault uses a lifecycle “iFactory Lifecycle” that only admits Administrators to create, 

edit and test files related to this.  Users don’t 
see files before they are set to the released state “In Use”. An important point is, that the state 
“For Testing (purposes)” also locks the files for Administrators. Experiences, that especially 
Admins are quickly saving a file with a dirty flag (the “*” in Inventor-Vault Browser) led to this 
configuration. Particularly multi-level iAssemblies must not cause any save requirement on any 
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parent level. There are always ongoing discussions which lifecycle member files should apply. 
Our examples use the flexible lifecycle, that is applied to 3D component files in general. In case 
not all members are created upfront, but on an as needed basis by users, the release process 
should not require an iPart / iAssembly Administrator to prove a design. Standard members are 
pre-checked in the test phase of the factory. Exactly that also could lead to the argumentation 
that member files could use another special lifecycle that starts with a released state and no 
additional step is required to manage a used member. From our experience, any approach is 
reasonable and compatible with Vault capabilities. 
 

3.2 iPart Family – Initial Release 

To predict the behavior for member reuse it is best practice to simulate the state of released 
factory / member files in the validation state. The sample Vault locks factory files in the state 
“For Testing” to mimic this. 

 
Beside the assembly consumption test, perform also all other checkpoints like property 
compliance, metadata requirements etc. in this state. 

To release an entire family either perform the change state action in one step for factory and 
member files or follow the given hierarchy in the uses tab (members derive factories). Our 

Example-1 factory must move to the released 
state “In Use” to allow the tabular drawing and member files to switch in “Released” state as 
well. The next dialog is the preview of all members selected:  
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To do this in one shot for the complete family including drawing documentation start with the 
factory file selected and change its state. In the dialog select each lifecycle applied for bulk 
selection of related files:  

  

 

3.3 iAssembly Family – Initial Release 

The checkpoints in the pre-release state apply for iAssemblies similarly. Multi-Level iAssembly 
structures might complicate things, but following a 
bottom-up strategy consequently you will manage 
this for sure.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The steps per level are very similar to the change state selection as we did in chapter 3.2. To 
perform the change for the complete family again start with the factory and use the option to 
include direct parents & documentation. In the dialog select each lifecycle applied for bulk 
selection of related files: 
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3.4 iPart / iAssembly Revisions – Overall or Smart? 

Revisioning of component families – a challenge we could debate hours about. Common 
discussion is around the questions: 

 Does the scope of change impact all members, is it a change in general? With other 
words, do we need to revise and update all members? We call this approach “Overall”. 

 Are only particular members the scope of my change? E.g. just one size of 10 possible 
ones changes a diameter. Our terminology for this is “Smart”. You will get more details 
about this in chapters 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. 

Many companies like to keep it simple and apply an across-the-board revision to the entire 
family as soon as any change has to be implemented in the factory. Others are eager to limit the 
number of files to be revised and prefer just to bump revisions for particular members instead. 
  
There is no special workflow behind the 
scenes to implement an “Overall” revision, we 
revise the factory, all existing members and 
re-release like we did during the initial release 
process. The TNS Cylinder Example in our 
sample Vault got this update from A to B, as 
all tables and members got the metadata 
column “Part Family” added. This change 
impacted any variant across all levels. The 
settings used were: 1) start with the main 
iAssembly Factory, 2) select parent and 
dependents 3) bulk select all “iFactory 
Lifecycle” and all default lifecycle related files. 
Just the rod subassembly was excluded from 
the change. 
 
Doing this you will include all consumed 
members, but most likely there are additional 
ones, either consumed by other assemblies or 
just prepared as standard components for 
reuse. Therefore, we walked through all 
families as well and initiated the revision. 
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To implement the changes and perform the required updates, my preferred starting point is the 
Uses View. You can sort by the factory and systematically work through all levels from deepest 

to main parent level from here.  
The result is a universal revision increment – exceptionally the rod sub-assembly2: 

 
 
 
“Smart” family revision is our term for a workflow that allows to make changes in a factory table 
or nested sublevels in iAssemblies without upfront planning which members will be impacted by 
these changes. The design intent leads the way; you could see this also as a trial and review 
before we decide to update impacted members. Vault helps to analyze the impact and to initiate 
revision cycle for dedicated member files only. 

3.4.1 iPart Family Revisions – Smart 

Our sample task is: Our Flange (Flange-Example-7.ipt) should increase the number of holes for 
the nominal diameter variants 220 and 240. In our data set you are able to predict the impact of 
this change on the member files, but having many variants and / or numbered member files this 
quickly might get impossible. So, the workflow to get the “preview” teaches the principle: 

First, we initiate the family’s revision switching the factory to work in progress: 1) apply the 
options to see the scope of change, 2) set the iFactory lifecycle related files to work in progress. 
3) we see there is a subsequent activity on the iAssembly, that references the family; we do this 
in the following chapter 3.4.2.  

                                                

2 To be precise at this point: I had to update Content Center Files. Due to this, you will see a secondary revision 

increment A to A.1. My apologies… 

file:///C:/PL20989/Designs/Standard/Flange/Flange-Example-7.ipt
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Note – The options are set to “Direct Parents”  

 

Open the factory Flange-Example-7, update Vault properties  and edit the 

table.  

Select all members and run “Generate Files” command:  

Vault-Inventor will return an error message reporting that 
exactly our changed members could not get created. You don’t 
need to remember the names, as we see the same result in 
Vault Explorer as well: the status modifier column marks the 
member we need to revise. 
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 Initiate the revision for both members (1) and 
observe the impact preview for iAssembly members (2). Change state for all listed iPart and 
parent iAssembly member files:  

 

 

Selecting from th Where Used Tab View (expand) you can get / check out all files that require 
update:  
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The iParts are already newer locally, as we just run the Generate Files command. Don’t 

overwrite these to keep the newer ones3: .  
Switch to Inventor and close the factory checking in all impacted files. 

  

Are we done? Yes, with the first level and so we can move to “For Testing” state for now.  

 

3.4.2 iAssembly Family Revisions – Smart 

iAssemblies share a special challenge. Think about the multiple nested levels of assembly 
variants, referencing subassembly variants consuming iPart variants and custom components. It 
is not a shame to lose the overview and detailed structure quickly.  
Do you remember the revised flange members 220 and 240? We saw the impact of these 
revisions before – the change state window had listed the iAssembly member files 
“Compensator-Example-7-220.iam” and “Compensator-Example-7-240.iam” (see the 
screenshots stamp (2).  
 
To continue the update process, select the iAssembly factory Compensator-Example-7.iam and 

open it. . 
 
Reviewing the browser in Inventor (expanded view) you will recognize, that the default 
referenced flange 140 references another revision of the factory: 
 

                                                

3 No worries if you overwrite: Again, execute “Generate Files” again in Inventor before you continue with 
the next step checking in the factory. 
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No worries, but this is correct – we already revised the family “Flange-Example-7” and two of its 
members – the 220 and 240 numbered ones, but not the 140; this will remain linked to revision 
A of its factory. 

To be honest – if you just took a deep breath and now think – “guys’ are you 
kidding to promote this as a smart workflow?” That’s reasonable and you are 

allowed to skip this approach voting for the complete, universal revision of 
iPart families, followed by a universal revision of all impacted iAssemblies. 

Just as we described with the example “TNS Cylinder” before. 

In case you are still interested in limiting the number of files revised to a 
minimum (and this is smart) – move on reading .  

 
. 
 
In case you did not use “Include Parents” Option revising the iPart members before, you should 
remove the read-only attribute of all its members4; otherwise the following “Generate Files” 
execution is blocked. 

 

                                                

4 We are currently discussing with development to do this automatically. Inventor is able to do this in other 
situations, but we need to double check that this situation fits in all other requirements as well. 
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Now we can run the “Generate Files” command on the iAssembly level. The Check In dialog 
has to list these members, that we identified during change state transition of the iPart members 

before:  
 
We proceed to update their properties (Synchronize Properties) in Vault Explorer: 

 
 
Now everything is up 
to date. Recall the 
bottom-up approach: 
to release all files we 
are going to start with 
the iPart factory 
Flange-Example-7.ipt. 
(usually, you would 
change to evaluate 
and review, in this 
exercise we skip this 
step and release at 
this point). 
 
Activate the “All 
Parents” Option now, 
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to get all levels up from our iPart factory. 
 
A good scenario to review each revisions “where used” location, is to create a new assembly 
and consume the changed / updated variants as well as others, that we did not touch:  

 
 
The final view – after you switched the test and review states to released should exactly reflect 
where each revision of your family variants is used: 

  

4 File Handling 

4.1 CopyDesign 

Before we start to run a copy design and probably experience that we don’t get all expectations 
fulfilled by a single fingertip let’s make some considerations: An iPart is a derived component of 
its factory. The definition – how to derive (parameters, properties etc.) are stored in an 
embedded Excel sheet. In general Vault CopyDesign is able to copy and replace the parent-
child relationship of derived components. The design intent of an iPart copy usually is to get a 
new variant or to get a completely new family. The first case – get a new variant / member – 
requires an additional row in the Factory table. With that, you would expect that copy design 
edits an existing factory table, adds the new row and fills all parameters and metadata for this 
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member? Oh, I think it is better to do this in a well-known manner, editing the factory in Inventor 
and validate everything. Then create the new member file. As a first conclusion, I’d argue this is 
not a real copy design task. 

What’s about the other intent to create a new similar family. Again – we will need to edit the 
table of the new (copied) factory and create new members for consumption.  

OK, there are other uses cases, e.g. you have an assembly that consumes iPart / iAssemblies 
and you need to copy this assembly to evaluate or create a new design. This is a real copy task 
from my perspective and you will get everything in one shot copying the assembly. Does your 
investigation impact iParts as well and you set these to copy, you will get the copy, but securely: 
the copied iPart member maintains the reference to its iPart factory and secures any 
unintentional change by breaking the associativity.  

We are talking about limitations – no doubt – and these limitations are probably as reasonable 
that you agree it is better to have these, as they secure existing data and design. 

Now – let’s come back to our samples and review other uses cases where copy design could at 
least speed up the multiple steps to create a full copy of an iAssembly family. I’d like to create a 
new family based on the Compensator-Example-7.iam. This uses 2 iPart Factory files, that both 
could be copied in one step. As soon as their tables are updated and new member files exist, 
we are able to speed up the copy / replace process for the consuming iAssembly copy.  

Step by Step: 

1. Start the CopyDesign command based on the iAssembly Factory Uses View. Watch out 
for iPart Factories. Start to copy iPart Factories at the deepest level. 

 
2. In CopyDesign Editor window select copy on each iPart Factory, then exclude all iPart 

members and parent iAssembly Factories and all Sub – iPart Factories / iAssemblies. 
Optionally include drawings for iPart (iAssembly drawings cannot reference the 
iAssembly Factory directly): 

file:///C:/PL20989/Designs/Standard/Compensator/Compensator-Example-7.iam
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The copy process might update part numbers if you apply the default rule set. Therefore, 
we recommend using a custom rule set for factory files like this5:   

  
Execute the copy. 
 

3. Open and edit deepest level’s iPart Factories 
a. Update Member and Part Number columns (minimum) and optionally all other 

columns and parameters as needed: 

 In case you edit with Excel – 
what absolutely speeds up to replace in batch mode – don’t forget to update your 
option settings if set to Part Number - Value:   

                                                

5 Note – the second rule applied on factories dos not have actions yet, but is prepared for specific ones. 
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b. Verify all new values, check parametric changes 

c. Create member files:  
d. Check in. 

4. Repeat for all other copied factories – in our example the Spacer-Example-8.ipt file. 
5. Copy and edit iAssembly Factory on next level:

 
Tip – Enable Select References, this makes the selections more transparent: 
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6. Open and edit main iAssembly Factory with the same steps 3.a..3.d: 

 Inventor will come up with the 
information about replaced references – as we replaced on copies we won’t lose 

anything here.  

Editing the table another decision is offered  
Yes – we can use the updated value to quickly replace other rows in Excel edit mode. 

 
Once you finished all replacements the last question is offered, to be answered with 

“Yes”.  
Again – don’t forget to adopt the new naming convention for the options:  

 
Verify everything, create member files and check in. 
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The Uses and Where Used views should reflect your intent to copy the structure:  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. Open and update drawings if included in the copy process. 

 

4.2 Rename 

To make it short – you can rename iPart factory / member structures – if you follow Inventor’s 
convention. Vault just consequently follows its rules. 

4.2.1 Rename Factory 

To rename a factory, select it and start rename 

  

The result is a renamed Factory file and a renamed subfolder. Vault follows Inventor, has it 
would generate the files exactly in this subfolder. 
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You can try other combinations, e.g. rename just the folder – but again Vault is taking care, that 
Inventor will not struggle later on!  

  
Great – this helps really to keep data available and consistent for Inventor 

 

4.2.2 Rename Member(s) 

Best Practice / Recommendation 

Vault is able to rename standard iPart and iAssembly member files. File references 
update seamlessly.  

With certain conditions the table definition of file names in the iPart Author Table 
updates also. However – regardless of these – we think it makes sense, not to rename 
member files for following reasons:  

 The file name is set by Inventor iPart / iAssembly table. New names should be 
set here to ensure any new run of “Generate Files” creates the same as known 
by Vault. 

 Earlier we recommended sharing released families to consumers. With that, 
only the Administrator of a family is able to perform a rename operation 
anyway. The constraints, that prevent a table update are not easily predictable.  

 The rename wizard only allows foreseeing, whether a table will update or that 
just the references of existing members are updated. 

The sample Vault allows reproducing rename operations with and without table update. 

The first scenario - Rename a member file of Spacer-Example-3 family:  
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Note – the wizard skipped the preview 
“Related Files”.  

 

 

 

 

 

The result states, that the wizard repaired 
Spacer-Example-3.ipt. In this case, “repair” 
applies to file references only. You can see this in the version history of the factory file – it did 
not update with the same check in date/time stamp as the renamed member: 

  

The local file does not require to get an override by a new one. 

Repeat the same operation in the family Spacer-Example-4. This time we do a multi-select for 
the rename operation: 
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The reference view lists the factory – member dependency, this preview predicts, that the 
wizard will update the table as indicated. 

the final result view again states that the factory got repaired.  
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Now – different to the rename operation before, you should see that the factory expects to 
update locally and the latest versions of member and factory are linked: 

 

Inventor iPart Author confirms that all members are listed accordingly: 

 

The difference in between the two samples is, that only Spacer-Example-4 factory and 
members are on identical file version level. Once this is different (Spacer-Example-3 factory was 
renamed) the table will no longer update.  

 

4.2.3 Rename Custom Member(s) 

For custom members Vault applies the same rules, to ensure consistency. There are different 
use cases, that also differ in Vault behavior. The save location of custom members is defined by 
user’s choice. Create some custom sizes of Spacer-Example-5-Custom.ipt and save these to 
one folder, named like “MyFolderForCustom Type 5”.  
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You will be able to rename this folder later on in Vault Explorer; all references update 
accordingly. 

The rename operation on folder level is supported and works: 

 

If custom members re-use or create the folder named as the factory’s name, the rename 
operation is blocked, regardless the fact that only custom and no standard member resides in 
the folder: 
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To rename member files consider following: a custom member could get created from different 
rows of a factory table definition. Inventor does not manage a link from member name to file 
name and neither does Vault. Therefore, rename operations on custom members are not 
allowed.  Unfortunately, the message is not specific 
for custom members and reflects the restriction we 
had in general in previous releases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3 Move 

As we did before with the rename operation we should walk through different use cases. 

4.3.1 Move Factory 

First, we try to move a standard iPart / iAssembly location folder. The error message is the 

unique one for rename and move operation.  

Moving the iAssembly factory of the sample file “Compensator-Example-6.iam” will work, as the 
folder is named following the convention. 

  

 

4.3.2 Move Member(s) 

Move operations on standard as well as custom members are prevented in general. The reason 
behind is, that Inventor “Generate Files” command would not match the new location following 
its strict rule to create member files in the subfolder, named as the factory’s file.  
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4.3.3 Move Custom Member Folder 

Custom folders for custom configuration members move. Inventor does not generate files for 
custom members automatically. So, there is no reason not to support this operation. 

 
 

4.3.4 Move other files to configuration member folder 

Vault monitors the member folder not only for move or rename operations on its factory. Moving 
any file to a configuration member folder users are notified: 

 

Bear in mind that all files within a configuration member folder are expected to be driven by the 
factory. However, there is no reason in terms of compatibility or consistency – Vault will handle 
all references if you allow. And finally – if you set up families strictly like a read-only library to be 
consumed – the move operation is not allowed by folder access permission, isn’t it? 
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